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Campaigners outside parliament, February 2019
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What does RESULTS do?
What is being a volunteer all about?
How much time does it take?
What do I gain?
What is our impact?
Next steps
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Thank you
for showing an interest in volunteering with RESULTS UK!
We believe everyone's voice is powerful and our network of volunteers are
dedicated advocates for ending global poverty. They are at the centre of
the work we do at RESULTS. Our volunteers are often also referred to as
campaigners or advocates and we usually refer to the network of groups as
'the grassroots network'. They receive training and support to become skilled
advocates, learning how to influence MPs and becoming an expert on
global issues. If you have any further questions, we're only an email away on
join@results.org.uk.
The Campaigns Team, RESULTS UK

WHAT DOES RESULTS DO?

What does RESULTS do?
RESULTS’ vision is a world free from poverty by 2030. This is an ambitious
vision, but shared by people and countries around the world, in the
Sustainable Development Goals. We aim to achieve this goal by using our
voices to influence political decisions that will bring an end to global poverty.

What does this mean for our volunteers?
We believe that you have the power as an
individual, and as a constituent of your local MP, to
use your voice to end global poverty by influencing
decision-makers such as Government Ministers.
Our campaigners speak and act powerfully within
their communities, building relationships with their
MPs and making requests to the UK Government

and other decision makers. They coordinate
with their local group to take action and with
other groups across the UK. Volunteers are
connected by an interest and passion for a fairer
world, and attend training events, action days
and social events. They learn about a variety of
issues over time and develop their advocacy
skills to push for an end to global poverty.

London group meet in 2019

What RESULTS knows to be true
is that you don’t need a degree in
Development Studies or to go live in a
developing country to be a powerful
and effective advocate to end global
poverty. By joining with others
from across the UK you’ll be able to
influence literally billions of pounds of
UK government spending, and impact
the lives of millions of people around
the world. We’ve seen, time and
time again, how RESULTS grassroots
volunteers make a truly incredible
difference, so thank you for thinking
about becoming a part of that.

WATCH OUR
‘INTRODUCTION
TO RESULTS’
VIDEO!

WE ARE A NON-PARTY POLITICAL ORGANISATION; MEANING
WE WORK WITH PARLIAMENTARIANS ACROSS THE POLITICAL SPECTRUM.
RESULTS UK is a charity registered as RESULTS Education in England and Wales (1015286),
a company limited by guarantee (2761858), and a charity registered in Scotland (SC041481).

AARON OXLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CHECK OUT OUR SOCIAL MEDIA AND BLOG TO GET CAMPAIGN
UPDATES AND CONTENT ON THE ISSUES WE CARE ABOUT!

@resultsuk

results.uk

Blog
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The RESULTS network
There are currently 13 campaign
groups around the country. You can
get involved with your local group
or, if you don't live near an existing
group, why not set one up?
The RESULTS network goes beyond the UK. There are
RESULTS volunteers in the US, Canada, Japan, Australia,
South Korea and Mexico too! RESULTS UK is also a member
of the ACTION Global Health Advocacy Partnership and
we work in collaboration with organisations across the
international development sector.
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at the International conference
in Washington DC, 2018
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mark World TB Day, 2021
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What is volunteering all about?
RESULTS grassroots groups are led by volunteers like you! This is central to RESULTS’
philosophy – we aim to empower people to exercise their personal and political power for
change- so we encourage groups to work together to drive forward their own campaigning.

How do groups work?

MEET CAMERON,
A RESULTS
CAMPAIGNER, AND
HEAR ABOUT
TAKING ACTION!

Each group is different and you can find
out more about your local group in our
interactive map. Generally, group members
work together to plan how to take action
and carry out different campaigning
activities. Some groups have a blog; some
are active on social media; while others run
local events. All groups write regular letters
- the mainstay action of the network - for
example, to MPs or newspapers. There is a
lot of flexibility, and your ideas and skills
will be welcome! Each group has a Group
Leader, who is the main link between the
group and RESULTS office - although we
love hearing from everyone too! Group
Leaders tend to organise and facilitate
group meetings, help welcome new
volunteers, and support the group.
Group leaders would love for you to
take initiative and lead new activities
for your group so your skills, thoughts
and ideas are encouraged.
Campaigners telling their MP about the importance of global immunisation in Parliamentary action day Feb 2019

What do we campaign on?
For us, the building blocks of the end of poverty are access to health, education,
and economic opportunities. These are the things that all people, wherever they
live, need and have a right to. You can read more about our campaigns here
here..

Global Health

Nutrition

Education

In particular, we advocate for an
end to Tuberculosis (TB) through
funding for research and health
care as well as policy changes. We
also work on routine childhood
vaccinations, such as polio, and
the impact of COVID-19.

We work to ensure adequate
funding for global nutrition
programmes and to make sure that
nutrition is properly addressed in
aid programmes.

We advocate for free, quality and
inclusive schooling for all children.
This has included advocating
for education funding and
policy changes to make schools
wheelchair accessible.

Did you know that TB is the deadliest
infectious disease, after
COVID-19, and there is
no vaccine for the most
common type of TB?

Did you know that malnutrition
contributes to nearly half
of all deaths of children
under 5 years old?

Did you know that globally,
20 million more secondaryschool aged girls may not
return to school after
the COVID-19 pandemic?

LISTEN TO OUR
BRIGHTON GROUP
EXPLAIN SOME
OF THIS IN THEIR
OWN WORDS!

WE ALSO WORK ON WHAT WE CALL 'CROSS-CUTTING' POLICIESISSUES THAT AFFECT A NUMBER OF AREAS- LIKE UK AID SPENDING.

How do campaigners take action?
Each month there is a well-researched campaign action you can take, which is sent
out in our action materials. Our action materials include the context of the campaign,
additional information, tips and guidance. The 'call to action' each month is often to
write to, and engage with, MPs and Government Ministers. Who you write to depends
on who the RESULTS UK policy and parliamentary teams (more on this later) think
you can influence the most! There are often also prompts for taking action on social
media or local media.

WRITING TO YOUR MP FOR THE FIRST TIME CAN BE DAUNTING
BUT WE HAVE GUIDES AVAILABLE AND YOUR GROUP WILL BE ABLE TO SUPPORT YOU.

HERE ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF ACTION
MATERIALS!

How much time does it take?
Typically campaigners spend 2-4 hours per month volunteering for RESULTS
but there is no upper or lower limit! Being involved often takes the form of
attending the monthly nationwide Grassroots Conference Call (via Zoom),
a local meeting, and taking action either individually or as a group.
Some actions take longer than others. For example, trying to arrange a
meeting with your MP can take time, but can be very powerful and rewarding!

Typical Month
l FIRST TUESDAY OF THE MONTH:
GRASSROOTS CONFERENCE CALL
l MEETING WITH YOUR LOCAL GROUP
l TAKE ACTION!
l END OF THE MONTH:
ACTION MATERIALS SENT OUT

SAMMIE, EDINBURGH

I love results because
it fits so easily into
anyone’s schedule, I
attend school and have
a part time job and I still
have time for activism.
The expert speakers
are a fabulous thing for us
grassroots campaigners. We
hear such a lot of detailed
knowledgeable analysis,
and we get to ask our own
questions. The experts
give us a real opportunity
to learn, every month, and
that feeds directly into our
campaigning.
RICCI, CHESHIRE

Grassroots Conference
call, February 2021

What is the monthly grassroots call?
On the first Tuesday of each month, RESULTS
staff organise a conference call for campaigners
across the network - and new people are always
welcome! The calls are often attended by 40-50
campaigners across the country. We discuss the
focus of that month's campaign action, and hear
an update from groups around the network. We
also welcome an expert guest speaker on the
topic of the month. They are a great opportunity
to learn about international development, ask
questions, and connect with other campaigners.
You can see some past recordings . Check out
our blogs to find and watch some recordings from
previous conference calls.

What do I gain?
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As a volunteer with RESULTS, you are part of a movement of people pushing
for change and campaigning to end poverty. There are lots of things you
gain from each other, your own advocacy activities and opportunities we offer.
For example:

l

l
l

l

l

l

Gain skills in advocacy and campaigning through practice and training events
Use your own interests and skill set to shape your advocacy
Learn from expert speakers in the field
of international development
Be part of a movement of like-minded people locally,
nationally and internationally
Receive monthly updates on campaign issues and
goings-on in the network
Receive support and advice from other campaigners,
your local group and RESULTS staff

l

Gain experience organising events

l

Write blogs and create social media content

EACH YEAR WE HAVE A NATIONAL CONFERENCE FOR VOLUNTEERS WHICH IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR FROM EXPERTS
ON INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, DEVELOP YOUR ADVOCACY SKILLS, NETWORK WITH OTHERS AND MORE!

What is our impact?
For a small organisation, we make a considerable impact from influencing
key decision-makers to changing policies or mobilising funds for
international development work. Even if they know what needs to be done,
politicians often need to be prompted, and hearing public support is vital.
The RESULTS grassroots network is key to many of our achievements!
Here are some examples:
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FIND OUT WHAT
THE GRASSROOTS
NETWORK ACHIEVED
IN 2021 IN OUR
SCRAPBOOK

In 2020, the Gove
rnment announce
d funding for
live-saving vaccin
es that will protec
t up to 75 million
children in the wor
ld’s poorest countr
ies against
diseases like mea
sles, polio and typh
oid. Campaigners
played a big part
in persuading them
to do it!

Brighton group me
ets their
MP about importa
nce of
global immunisati
on in
Parliamentary act
ion day, 2019

MEET CARRIE, GROUP LEADER OF THE BIRMINGHAM GROUP,
TALKING ABOUT BEING INVOLVED WITH RESULTS AND A GLOBAL FUND WIN!

.

Who makes up RESULTS UK staff?
There are 4 small teams who make up RESULTS. Here is a brief description
of what goes on behind the scenes, so you know where you fit in and how
our volunteers are a central part to us making an impact.

Policy
Advocacy team

GRASSROOTS
CAMPAIGNS ARE
INFORMED BY THE
POLICY TEAM’S WORK.
CAMPAIGNS FEED INTO
THE WORK THEY ARE
DOING AND ARE BASED
ON CURRENT POLICY
PRIORITIES.

l Develop rigorous expertise on our issues
l Engage in top-level policy discussions
with civil servants and international
organisations

Support the
grassroots
network - we're
here for you!

Grassroots
Campaigns team
l Write and create action materials,
and public communications
l Support the network through
events, training and 1:1 support

AT THE HEART OF RESULTS
ARE OUR CAMPAIGNERS —
PEOPLE FROM ALL WALKS
OF LIFE WHO WANT TO
MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

Operations team
l Finance and operations,
admin and office organisation
l Fundraising, grants
and managing partnerships

Each month, we work out which campaign issue is most
pressing and where our power lies to make a difference. For
example, this could be because of a political opportunity
or a need to fund particular programmes. Of course,
what issues you care about is up to you! But we always
try to find opportunities to campaign on issues
on which we think public pressure can make
a significant difference, at any given time.
Campaigners training on the linkages
between SDGs, March 2020

GRASSROOTS
RELATIONSHIPS
WITH THEIR MPS AND
DECISION MAKERS
SUPPORT THE
PARLIAMENTARY
TEAM’S WORK - AND
VICE VERSA!

Parliamentary
Advocacy team
l Build relationships with MPs and peers
in Parliaments in the UK and Europe
l Develop champions for our issues
across all political parties
l Influence decision-makers in the UK
and internationally

Next steps
If you're interested in getting involved…
SIGN UP TO THE
MAILING LIST
FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL
MEDIA FOR UPDATES
AND NEWS ABOUT THE
ISSUES WE WORK ON!
@resultsuk

results.uk

NOW

WATCH THE
‘INTRODUCTION TO
RESULTS’ VIDEO

Blog

FIND OUT WHO
YOUR MP IS
JOIN YOUR LOCAL
GROUP MEETING

EMAIL US BACK SO
WE CAN PUT YOU
IN TOUCH WITH
THE GROUP LEADER

FIRST
MONTH

LOOK OUT FOR THE
ACTION MATERIALS
IN YOUR INBOX AND
JOIN THE MONTHLY
CONFERENCE CALL
TAKE THE
MONTHLY ACTION!

USE YOUR VOICE
TO CAMPAIGN!

ONGOING!

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
l
l
l
l
l

MONTHLY PATTERN
OF LOCAL MEETINGS,
NATIONAL CALL,
TAKING ACTION!

Take a step,
step forward
and step up.

EMAIL US: JOIN@RESULTS.ORG.UK
READ OUR BLOGS!
READ ‘ADVOCACY 101’ BY THE BRIGHTON GROUP;
WHAT IS ADVOCACY AND WHAT ARE SOME TOP TIPS!
IF YOU ARE UNDER 18, WE WILL NEED TO RECEIVE CONSENT FROM A PARENT/
GUARDIAN FOR YOU TO GET INVOLVED
CHECK OUT THE GUIDE TO WRITING LETTERS HERE

